


The following questions consist of a sentence. Four words in 

the sentences have been marked in bold, which may or may not 

be correctly spelled. Option corresponding to the misspelt word 

is your answer. If there is no misspelt word in the sentence then 

choose (e) i.e., ‘All are correct’ as your answer. 



1. In its FIR lodged before the raid, the CBI has accused Lalu

of riging a tender in 2005, while he was the Union railway 

minister, to award the sublease of two railway hotels in 

Ranchi and Puri to a favoured hotelier in return for transfer 

of three acres of prime land in Patna to the Yadav family, 

through a benami company

1. raid

2. riging

3. sublease

4. hotelier

5. all are correct.



The Anantnag attack has exposed gaps in the security 

deployment: an unregistered bus, plying beyond permissible

timings, without police protection, driving past several check 

posts. Such lapses were also witnessed in the recent barbarric

lynching of a J&K Police DSP, Ayub Pandith, at the Jamia

Masjid in Srinagar.

1. Plying

2. Permissible

3. Barbarric

4. lynching

5. all are correct



The Dream Box Project evokes a sense of vulnerability, of our 

own pending demise, our own powerlesness in the bigger scheme 

of things, of an imminent collapse of things, of the present itself.

1. vulnerability

2. demise

3. powerlesness

4. Imminent

5. all are correct



Yogi Adityanath, the chief priest of one of the largest temples of 

Uttar Pradesh, Gorakhnath mutt in Gorakhpur, has been chosen 

to run the most populous and politically weightiest state in the 

Indian Union. For long he has dominated the headlines because 

of his vituparative brand of politics articulated in statements like 

"given a chance, I will install Ganesh statues in every mosque”.

1. articulated

2. vituparative

3. populous

4. weightiest

5. all are correct.



Indeed, the newly minted chief minister is the BJP's fierceist

campaigner for Hindutva. He ran a brazenly communal 

campaign, yet, the decision to appoint him as the chief minister is

justified on the grounds that he is a five-time MP and, for that 

reason a popular choice.

1. minted

2. fierceist

3. brazenly

4. communal

5. all are correct. 



What makes the 2019 election unprecedented is not that 

inappropriate words were used and misinformation spread, 

but the fact that India witnesses an increasing tendency to 

normalise these.

1. Unprecedented

2. Inappropriate

3. Spread

4. Witnesses

5. All are correct



On the one hand, inform discussions have become difficult, 

and on the other, social tensions have risen.

1. On

2. inform

3. become

4. risen

5. All are correct



With stronger headwind ahead in the form of an escalating 

trade war between the U.S. and China, and the imbroglio in 

the Middle East, the outlook for export demand is far from 

reassuring.

1. headwind

2. escalating

3. imbroglio

4. reassuring

5. All are correct



Australia, among the world’s largest wheat exporters, 

has been forced to take recours to bulk imports of the 

grain, consequent to severe droughts in its eastern 

states over two years.

1. Among

2. Forced

3. Recours

4. Consequent

5. All are correct



As with several industrialised democracies, voter 

disillusionment with the principal parties is yielding a 

fragmented polity.

1. Several

2. Disillusionment

3. Yielding

4. Fragmented

5. All are correct



The greatest achievement of modern medecines has been to 

save us from premature death and allow us to enjoy the full 

measure of our years.

1. Achievement

2. Medecines

3. Premature

4. Measure

5. All are correct



The panel decided to investigate the fraud charges against 

the company, which has always been reticent about its 

internal operations.

1. Investigate

2. Fraud

3. Reticent

4. Operations

5. All are correct.



Educating girls have proven to be one of the world’s 

best-ever ideas.

1. Educating

2. Have

3. Proven

4. Ideas

5. All are correct



The researchers had collected all the Ebola data since 

the start of the epidemic and used it to calculete the 

expected number of new cases.

1. Researchers

2. Epidemic

3. Calculete

4. Expected

5. All are correct



Climate change is way too important a global risk to 

be ignore or denied, and the vast majority of the 

world knows that.

1. Climate

2. Important

3. Ignore

4. Majority

5. All are correct
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